From: [Redacted]
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 9:13 PM
To: DSCC_Management_Team, DSCC_Watch Team
Subject: FW: FBI and Libya
Importance: High

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 9:01 PM
To: SES-O
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: FBI and Libya
Importance: High

Dear SWO,

FBI just called me indicating DOS ops center [Redacted] had called FBI ops center to request FBI assistance, ala evidence response team, investigators, etc., on behalf of Secretary Clinton.

To remind, the State (CT) led Foreign Emergency Support Team (FEST) would include those folks, along with experts from other agencies. We should avoid multiple requests for assistance and rely on the comprehensive FEST approach.

The team would provide the whole of government advice, assessment and coordination for further efforts for the COM and decisions makers in WASHDC. It has done so on repeated real-world events (including hostage takings) over the past 20 years.
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